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Abstract: Human–virtual target interactions are becoming more and more common due to the
emergence and application of augmented reality (AR) devices. They are different from interacting
with real objects. Quantification of movement time (MT) for human–virtual target interactions is
essential for AR-based interface/environment design. This study aims to investigate the motion time
when people interact with virtual targets and to compare the differences in motion time between
real and AR environments. An experiment was conducted to measure the MT of pointing tasks on
the basis of both a physical and a virtual calculator panel. A total of 30 healthy adults, 15 male and
15 female, joined. Each participant performed pointing tasks on both physical and virtual panels
with an inclined angle of the panel, hand movement direction, target key, and handedness conditions.
The participants wore an AR head piece (Microsoft Hololens 2) when they pointed on the virtual
panel. When pointing on the physical panel, the participants pointed on a panel drawn on board.
The results showed that the type of panel, inclined angle, gender, and handedness had significant
(p < 0.0001) effects on the MT. A new finding of this study was that the MT of the pointing task on
the virtual panel was significantly (p < 0.0001) higher than that of the physical one. Users using a
Hololens 2 AR device had inferior performance in pointing tasks than on a physical panel. A revised
Fitts’s model was proposed to incorporate both the physical–virtual component and inclined angle
of the panel in estimating the MT. This model is novel. The index of difficulty and throughput of
the pointing tasks between using the physical and virtual panels were compared and discussed. The
information in this paper is beneficial to AR designers in promoting the usability of their designs so
as to improve the user experience of their products.

Keywords: augmented reality; human–virtual object interaction; index of difficulty; movement time;
pointing tasks; revised Fitts’s model

1. Introduction

One of the most commonly adopted laws for discussing the behaviors of a human
interacting with an object is Fitts’s law. This law estimates the time required to touch a
target of a certain size over a certain distance. It suggests that the movement time (MT) of a
body part from one location to a target depends on the distance of movement and the size
of the target. A term, index of difficulty (ID) of the movement, was defined, incorporating
the movement distance of the body segment and target size (W), and MT can be estimated
using the following equations [1,2].

MT = a + b ID (1)

ID = log2

[
2× distance

W

]
(2)

where a and b are constants to be determined.
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ID itself is unitless, and a unit of bit is given that may be regarded as the amount
of information transferred via the movement. This implies that the difficulty of a target
pointing or tapping task may be quantified using the information metric bit.

Fitts’s law was originally applied to study the MT of hand and finger movements.
These movements may include tapping, pointing, tracking, positioning, and other hand–
object contact tasks. They are required in human–machine and human–object interactions.
In addition to hand and finger movements, scientists have applied this law to study the MT
of other body segments such as the head [3–6], leg [7,8], foot [9–12], and trunk [13,14]. Fitts’s
law has been applied not only in ordinary environments but also in special environments
such as underwater [15–17]. In addition to assessing the MT of body parts for healthy
people, Fitts’s law has been adopted to assess the body functions of patients for medical
and healthcare purposes [18,19].

Since Fitts’s law was announced, many variants have been proposed to accurately
quantify ID and thus MT. Both Welford [20] and MacKenzie [21] proposed revised equations
to predict the MT of moving the right index finger from the starting point to a target. These
authors suggested using the terms log2[(A/W) + 0.5] and log2[(A/W) + 1], respectively,
to replace the original ID definition. They mentioned that such revision was necessary
considering the deviation of the original definition of ID from Theorem 17 of Shannon’s
information theory [22]. Gan and Hoffman [23] found that MT is linearly related to the
square root of the movement amplitude for ballistic movements when the ID is small. This
implies that considering the target size is no longer necessary in estimating the MT under
such circumstances. Hoffmann [24] investigated the use of an effective target tolerance in
an inverted Fitts task. Considering the finite width of the finger probe, he believed that
the original Fitts’s law could overestimate the ID of the movement. He introduced a finger
index pad size into the original ID equation.

Murata and Iwase [25] found that the MT of the 3D pointing task was not satisfactorily
explained by the original Fitts’s law because the duration of the 3D movements was
affected by the direction of the target. They introduced a directional parameter (θ) of the
pointing movements into the original Fitts’s law. Similar results were reported by Cha and
Myung [26]. They added a second directional parameter (θ2), in addition to the θ in Murata
and Iwase [25], to delineate the 3D movement of finger touch. Baird et al. [27] conducted
a study to test the effects of probe length on the MT of pointing tasks. They suggested
introducing a function of probe length plus a logarithm of the amplitude into the original
Fitts’s law. They claimed that such additions allow for better prediction of the MT for a
worker using a long tool such as a screwdriver or a crowbar.

Virtual reality (VR) devices have been widely used for both entertainment and com-
mercial purposes. VR strives to immerse users completely within a designed scenario so
as to provide an intuitive link between a computer and the user [28]. VR users may see
the virtual image displayed and interact with virtual objects using one or two handheld
remote controllers, which may encompass push buttons, touch pads, joysticks, and so on.
They may also manipulate one or two virtual hands and/or raycasting to “contact” virtual
targets. Augmented reality (AR), on the other hand, deals with the combination of virtual
objects and real environments [29–34]. AR users may see the real world with some virtual,
unreal objects in their vision. They may also interact with virtual objects using similar ways
as in a VR system. Alternatively, they may “contact” virtual objects using hands directly,
such as touching a virtual button using their finger to activate an input command [35,36].

Human interaction with virtual objects is, apparently, quite different from a human
interacting with real objects [37]. When studying the MT for VR and AR users, the original
Fitts’s law and its variants may no longer be valid because human–object interactions are
replaced by the more complicated human–virtual object interactions. One of the major
issues in interacting with a virtual object is the depth perception deficiencies of stereoscopic
displays [38–40]. The literature [41] has shown that the accuracy rate for localizing targets
in virtual environments using stereoscopic displays is relatively lower than that in the
real world. It was also found that participants tend to overestimate the depth of targets in
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virtual environments [42,43]. If users cannot locate an object accurately, they need more
time to perform a task requiring contact of their hands with objects. This will lead to
inferior performance [40,44,45].

Investigations of the MT in virtual environments and human–virtual object interac-
tion tasks have been reported. Ha and Woo [46] performed an MT study of 3D object
manipulation techniques based on a virtual hand metaphor in a tangible augmented reality
environment. Lubos et al. [38] reported that, when handling a virtual object in an immersive
virtual environment, both ID and interaction of target position and movement distance were
significant on the MT. They found high selection error along the view axis as compared to
those in the other axes. Machuca and Stuerzlinger [45] found that their participants needed
significantly more time to select virtual 3D targets than to select identical physical targets.
Deng et al. [47] indicated that the MT in operating a handheld controller to perform a target
positioning task in a virtual environment may be split into the acceleration, deceleration,
and correction phases of hand movement. They included amplitude, object size, and target
tolerance in their MT equations and suggested calculating the MT in different phases using
different equations. Clark et al. [48] proposed an extended Fitts’s law model to consider
the effects of the inclined angle of the virtual targets.

Even though there were studies investigating the MT dealing with hand–virtual object
interactions, there are still many untouched issues. For example, users have no haptic
feedback when “contacting” a virtual object. Lacking haptic feedback could make fine
adjustment of the hand/finger before touching the virtual target difficult and thus lead
to longer MT than that of contacting a real target. This has not been discussed in the
literature and is the main issue considered in the current study. We believe that this
could be attributed to a tactile (T) factor. This factor is determined by the presence of
tactile feedback. This factor should be incorporated in Fitts’s law (Equation (2)) so as to
provide good fitness of the MT when the pointing tasks are performed on virtual targets.
Equations (3) and (4) show the inclusion of T in the function estimating the MT:

MT = f (distance, W, T) (3)

MT = a + b log2

[
2× distance

W

]
+ f (T), (4)

where f (T) is a function of the tactile factor T.
The hypothesis of this study was that the MT of pointing tasks on virtual targets in

an AR environment should be longer than that on a physical target in a real environment
because of the T factor.

The traditional Fitts’s law (Equation (1)) used to predict the MT of pointing tasks on
virtual targets could underestimate the MT. The literature has recommended incorporating
a triangular function of the inclined angle of pointing 3D targets in the original Fitts’s
equation [25]. We verified whether such an addition was also valid in both physical and
virtual pointing tasks. In addition, it was hypothesized that both gender and handedness
are significant factors affecting the MT of physical and virtual pointing tasks. The objective
of this study was to test these hypotheses. Predictive equations on the MT for the pointing
tasks on both virtual and physical targets were established and compared, considering
the presence of the T factor, so as to enhance our understanding of the efficiency of giving
input commands via a virtual keypad using hand gestures.

This study provides valuable information for AR designers to realize the inefficiency
of using a virtual keypad in the AR device tested in this study. Such information is impor-
tant and may generate new ideas concerning input designs in virtual environments for
AR devices.
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2. Methods

An experiment was performed in the laboratory. The illuminance on the workbench,
measured using a light meter (Lux Meter, Trans Instrument, Singapore), for the physical
touch panel was between 600 and 700 lx.

2.1. Participants

A total of 30 adults, 15 men and 15 women, were recruited as human participants. These
participants were healthy and had normal corrected vision without color deficiency. Four
of them, two male and two female, were lefthanded. The others were all righthanded. The
average age and stature of the participants were 21.0 (±2.5) y and 165.9 (±7.8) cm, respectively.
All the participants signed informed consent forms before joining the experiment.

2.2. AR Device and Pointing Tasks

A Microsoft® Hololens 2 headpiece (Microsoft Inc., Redmond, WA, USA) was used.
This device has been reported as the most commonly adopted one in the medical community
to display virtual objects [49]. It has a weight of 566 g. The Windows Holographic Operating
System was installed. The glasses use see-through holographic lenses. The resolution of
the display is 2 k with 3:2 light engines. The holographic density is 2.5 k radians (light
points per radian) or higher with eye-based rendering. This device tracks hand location and
gestures using built-in cameras and a two-handed fully articulated model with directional
manipulation. The world-scale positional tracking and real-time environment mesh are
employed in the system for six-degrees-of-freedom tracking and spatial mapping purposes,
respectively. The app Graph Calculator (Microsoft Inc., Redmond, WA, USA) was adopted
for the pointing tasks.

The pointing tasks were performed in both real (or physical) and AR (or virtual) envi-
ronments. In the AR environment, the participant wore the Hololens headpiece. The virtual
calculator panel appeared in the vision of the participant (see Figure 1). The size, location,
ratio of the horizontal to the vertical dimension, and tilt angle of the keyboard were adjustable
using hand gestures. The inclined angle of the panel to a flat surface was adjusted to either 90◦

or 30◦. These angles were confirmed using a goniometer. Hand movements of the pointing
task included horizontal and vertical movements. There were three sizes (large, medium, and
small) of the keys on the panel (see Table 1). Each pointing task was performed by moving
the tip of the index finger from the original key to touch a target key. There were three target
keys in each of the horizontal and vertical movement trials.
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Table 1. Size of the keys on the keypad for both real and virtual conditions.

Horizontal Movement Vertical Movement

Width Height Width Height

Large 76 14 37 37
Medium 56 14 37 25

Small 37 14 37 14
Note: Size for all the keys except the “0” key; unit: mm.

For horizontal pointing tasks, the key at origin was “C” on the upper left corner of
the keypad (see Figure 1). For each of the three key sizes, the third (or “ln”), fifth (or “(”),
and seventh (or
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) keys in the same row were selected as one of the target keys. The sizes
(W) of the original and the three target sizes were the widths of the marks on these keys.
An averaged W (Wave) was the averaged width of the marks of the origin and each of the
target key. For vertical pointing tasks, the original key was the “ln” on the first row on the
keypad (see Figure 1). For each of the three key sizes, the second (or “sinh”), fourth (or
“tanh“), and sixth (or “0 × 16”) keys on the same column were selected as one of the target
keys. The sizes (W) of the original and each of the three target sizes were the heights of
the marks on these keys. The Wave was also the average height of the marks of the origin
and each of the target key and was 4 mm, as the height of the marks on all the original
and target keys were this height. The distance between the origin and target key was the
distance between the middle of the marks on the two keys. The distance between the origin
and a target key, Wave, and ID calculated using Equation (2) of the pointing tasks were
summarized in Table 2. The sizes, locations, distances between the origin and end point of
the pointing tasks, and distance between each key to the participant were measured using
a measuring tape. The angles of the virtual panel were measured using a goniometer.

Table 2. Key size, distance, and index of difficulty (ID) of the pointing tasks.

Origin-Target Key Wave (mm) Distance (mm) ID

Horizontal
Large C-ln 3.5 156 6.5
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” were the 3rd, 5th, and 7th keys for horizontal pointing; “sinh”, “tanh”, and “0 × 16”
were the 2nd, 4th, and 6th keys for vertical pointing.

For the pointing tasks in the real environment, the calculator panels mimicked those
of the virtual ones and were drawn on plastic boards. These boards were attached on a
wood panel that was positioned on a workbench (see Figure 2). The inclined angle of the
wood panel was also 30◦ or 90◦. The sizes and distances of the keys and the angles of the
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panels between the virtual and physical settings were the same and were confirmed using
a measuring tape.
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2.3. Procedure

In the pointing task, the participant was requested to stand approximately 25–35 cm
away from the panel. The bottom of the panel was approximately 120 cm above the floor. The
heights of the keys were somewhere between the abdomen and chest of the participants.

Before the trial, the participant placed his/her index fingertip on the original key.
Upon hearing the verbal start hint, the participant moved his/her fingertip to touch the
target key and then returned to touch the original key. The participant was instructed
to touch the letter, symbol, or mark on the key so as to ensure the input of that key was
accurate. In addition, the participants were requested to complete the task as quickly and
accurately as possible. Each pointing task was repeated 10 times and there were 20 fingertip
movements between the origin and the target keys. The moment the participant touched
the origin key upon completing the 20 movements, he or she gave a verbal hint of the
end. The images of these 20 movements were recorded in a laptop computer and the
average time of these movements retrieved from the videos in the computer was recorded
as the movement time (MT). Both the dominant and nondominant hands of the participant
were tested.

Each participant had an opportunity to practice pointing on the virtual key before the
first session (see Figure 3). Pointing accurately on a virtual key was found to be relatively
difficult as compared to that on a physical key. When the fingertip was approaching a key,
the participant could see a virtual ring indicating the location of his or her fingertip and his
or her hand became invisible. The ring became smaller when the fingertip drew close to
the key (see Figure 4). It became a solid circle when the pointing was done. The participant
could hear auditory feedback of the “touch” similar to that on a traditional keyboard at this
moment. The virtual image displayed in the AR device was also displayed on a computer
monitor so that the research personnel could confirm the success of each key touch.

Because all the participants had no prior experience of using the Hololens device,
learning effects would surely affect the MT, especially for the virtual tasks. Randomization
of the order of the trials was therefore very important so that the learning effects could
be evenly distributed into the treatments. Each participant completed 144 trials. These
trials were split into two sessions randomly. Each session included 72 randomly arranged
trials and lasted for approximately 2 h. There was a 2-min break for the participant upon
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completing one trial within a session. Each participant completed one session and returned
for the second session at least one day later.
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2.4. Design of Experiment and Data Analyses

A randomized completely block design experiment was performed. Each participant
was considered a block. Randomization of the factors was arranged for each participant.
These factors included the type of panel (physical and virtual), inclined angle (30◦ and 90◦),
hand used (dominant vs. nondominant hand), hand movement direction (horizontal or
vertical), key size (large, medium, or small), and target key (3rd, 5th, and 7th for horizontal
movement and 2nd, 4th, and 6th for vertical movement). A total of 4320 trials were
performed. Descriptive statistics and analysis of variance (ANOVA) were performed to
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determine the effects of the type of panel, incline angle, gender, and handedness on the MT.
The least significant difference (LSD) test was performed for posterior comparisons for the
levels for each factor if the factor was significant on MT at the α = 0.05 level.

The experiment was conducted for hand movement direction, key size, and target key
conditions, but we did not examine the effects of these factors on MT because the distance
between the original and target key was confounded within these factors. Discussing
whether these factors affected MT was not meaningful because the distance is known to be
a significant factor affecting MT.

Regression analyses were performed to fit the Fitts’s model of the MT for both hands.
In addition to ID, an inclined angle was introduced to incorporate the effects of this
parameter. The f (T) in Equation (4) was replaced by a parameter T multiplied by a constant
d. We then have Equation (5):

MT = a + b ID + c sinθ + d T, (5)

where a, b, c, and d are constants to be determined, ID is the index of difficulty in Table 2,
and θ is the inclined angle of the panel. T is a dummy variable. This was 1 or 0 depending
on whether the participant was pointing on a virtual panel or not:

T = 1 the panel is real,
= 0 otherwise.

The MT equations between the virtual and physical tasks under hand movement
direction, gender, and handedness conditions were compared and discussed. Statistical
analyses were performed using SPSS 20.0 software (IBM®, Armonk, NY, USA).

3. Results
3.1. ANOVA Results on MT

The ANOVA results showed that the MT of virtual pointing tasks was significantly
(p < 0.0001) higher than that of physical pointing tasks. The effects of inclined angle were
also significant (p < 0.0001) on the MT. Both the gender and handedness significantly
(p < 0.0001) affected the MT of the physical and virtual pointing tasks.

The LSD test results indicated that the MT of the virtual pointing task (1533.5 ms) was
significantly (p < 0.05) higher than that (628.6 ms) of the physical one. The MT of the 90◦

inclined angle condition (1118.1 ms) was significantly (p < 0.05) higher than that (1049.0 ms)
of the 30◦ condition. For physical pointing tasks, the MT of female participants (639.1 ms)
was significantly (p < 0.05) higher than that (618.1 ms) of the male participants. The MT of
the nondominant hand (642.8 ms) was significantly (p < 0.05) higher than that (614.4 ms) of
the dominant hand. For virtual pointing tasks, the MT of female participants (1630.2 ms)
was significantly (p < 0.05) higher than that (1446.7 ms) of the male participants. The MT of
the nondominant hand (1581.1 ms) was significantly (p < 0.05) higher than that (1495.9 ms)
of the dominant hand.

3.2. MT Versus ID

The ID was calculated using Equation (2), while W was substituted using Wave or the
average size of the marks on both the origin and target keys. The distance between the
origin and the target keys varied depending on both the direction of the hand movement
and the specific target key selected. Figures 5 and 6 show the means and standard devi-
ations of the MT versus the ID for the horizontal and vertical hand movement pointing
tasks, respectively.

3.3. Regression Models

Regression analyses were performed for each of the gender and handedness condi-
tions for both horizontal and vertical movement tasks using Equation (5). The regression
modeling was based on all the MT data using the Wave, distance, and ID in Table 2. The
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results are shown in Table 3. The R2 values of the models developed were between 0.73
and 0.79. All the VIF values of b, c, and d were 1, indicating that there was no correlation
between any two of the independent variables.
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Figure 5. MT of female (a) and male (b) participants performing the horizontal pointing task.

Table 3. Results of regression modeling of the MT.

Regression Coefficient

Gender Hand a b c d R2

Horizontal Movement
Female D 633.8 134.4 118.7 * −970.1 0.76

ND 660.6 144.1 109.8 * −1025.9 0.73
Male D 365.7 141.6 227.3 −846.8 0.75

ND 454.8 143.4 217.7 −910.1 0.77
Vertical Movement
Female D 1028.6 66.8 68.0 † −855.6 0.74

ND 1051.4 74.5 85.7 † −908.5 0.73
Male D 878 62.8 133.5 −755.2 0.79

ND 924.3 67.6 143.8 −803.4 0.78

Note: D: dominant; ND: nondominant. All the regression coefficients, except those marked with * and †, were
significant at p < 0.001 for a two-tailed t test of µ = 0. * p < 0.05; † p > 0.05.
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An IDadj was defined using the following equation to incorporate the components of
both the inclined angle and T:

IDadj = ID + c′ sinθ + d′ T, (6)

where c′ and d′ are constants to be determined.
Both c′ and d′ may be calculated by dividing c and d, respectively, by the b in Table 3.

Table 4 shows the c′, d′, and 1/b. Equation (5) may then be rewritten as follows:

MT = a + b IDadj, (7)

where a and b are constants to be determined.
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Table 4. Coefficients of IDadj and 1/b.

Gender Hand c′ d′ 1/b (bit/s)

Horizontal Movement
Female D 0.88 −7.22 7.4
Female ND 0.76 −7.12 6.9
Male D 1.61 −5.98 7.1
Male ND 1.52 −6.35 7

Vertical Movement
Female D 1.02 −12.81 15
Female ND 1.15 −12.19 13.4
Male D 2.13 −12.03 15.9
Male ND 2.13 −11.88 14.8

Equation (6) shows that ID may be adjusted because of the incline angle and T. By
substituting the c′ and d′ in Table 4 into Equation (6), we obtained the corresponding IDadj.
An increase in ID (IDincrease) using the following equation may be defined:

IDincrease (%) =

( IDadj − ID
ID

)
× 100%. (8)

ANOVA results indicated that both T and movement direction significantly affected
the IDincrease (p < 0.0001). The IDincrease of the virtual condition (197.5%) was significantly
higher than that (25.3%) of the physical condition. The IDincrease of the vertical movement
(159.4%) was significantly higher than that (63.4%) of the horizontal movement. These
facts imply that T is the dominant factor affecting the increase of ID, and the incline angle
was also a factor to be considered. The results indicate that incorporating the T factor
increased the difficulty of the pointing tasks more for the vertical movements than for the
horizontal movements.

4. Discussion
4.1. Movement Time of Pointing Tasks on Physical and Virtual Targets

Pointing tasks are required when users are using their fingertips to touch a target.
Pointing on a physical key and on a virtual one were quite different. For the physical
pointing, the control of hand movement was intuitive. When the fingertip touched the
target, it was stopped by a board. There was strong tactile feedback. The literature [50]
has shown that mechanical interactions of the hand and an object could interfere with
the trajectory of the hand and thus affect the MT. For the virtual pointing, the participant
needed to move his/her fingertip to the exact location of the target, both in the 2D plane of
the virtual panel and in the axis perpendicular to the panel. There was no tactile feedback.
Both a visual (the ring became a solid circle) and an auditory signal were presented when
a “touch” was successful. However, the feedback, especially the visual one, was not as
prominent as that of the tactile one. The fingertip might move over and “penetrate” the
virtual panel, as there was no solid to stop it. It was also possible that there may be errors
between the visual location of the virtual panel and actual location as recognized by the
app in the AR glass [51]. The participant, therefore, needed to make fine adjustments
following the cue of visual feedback of the fingertip location in the axis perpendicular to the
panel until he or she received visual feedback of a successful input. Such a fine adjustment
significantly increased the time for the pointing tasks on the virtual panel.

The regression coefficient d in Table 3 indicates the average extra amount of MT
(755–1026 ms) required because the panel was a virtual one. The ratios of MT using the
virtual panel versus the one using the physical panel may be calculated using our MT data.
It was found that the participants needed to spend 2.23–2.79-fold more time on the MT,
on average, to complete the pointing task on the virtual panel than on the physical panel
under our experimental conditions. These numbers indicated the effects of the factor T and
the inefficiency of using a virtual panel for data input. These results were consistent with
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the findings in the literature that pointing virtual objects required more time than pointing
physical ones [45].

The results of this study support the hypothesis that the MT of pointing tasks on the
virtual targets in an AR environment is longer than that on physical targets. This was
consistent with the findings in the literature [48]. In addition, the hypotheses that the MT
of the pointing tasks was affected by the gender and handedness of the participants were
also supported.

4.2. Information Processing Performance

The inverse of the regression coefficient b in Fitts’s law equation was adopted to
indicate the information processing rate of the hand movement performing the pointing
task [52]. The literature has shown that the information processing rate for arm movements
was approximately 10 bit/s [25,53]. The inverse of b (or 1/b) in Table 4 for horizontal
and vertical pointing tasks was between 6.9 bit/s and 7.4 bit/s and between 13.4 bit/s
and 15.9 bit/s, respectively. The former was approximately half of the latter, indicating
that horizontal pointing was less efficient than vertical pointing. It was anticipated that
the information processing rate for the virtual pointing tasks should be different from
that of the physical ones. However, the 1/b values of these two types of tasks in Table 4
were confounded because T was incorporated in IDadj. Therefore, the inverse of b could
not accurately represent the information processing rate when the ID was adjusted with
factors in addition to movement distance and target size. Mackenzie [54] also indicated
that 1/b cannot be used to quantify the information transfer because of the wavering
influence of the intercept a and the inconsistency between 1/b and Fitts’s original definition
of index of performance, or throughput. We then calculated the throughput (TP) using the
following equation:

TP =
IDadj

MT
. (9)

Table 5 shows the TP for the pointing tasks. The TP values for the physical pointing
tasks were between 11.6 and 12.6 bit/s for both the horizontal and vertical movements
and were relatively stable. They were between 8.8 and 9.8 bit/s for horizontal or virtual–
horizontal pointing tasks and were significantly (p < 0.001) lower than those of the physical–
horizontal tasks. On the contrary, the TP values of the virtual–horizontal pointing tasks
were between 12.2 and 15.0 bit/s and were significantly (p < 0.001) higher than those of
the physical tasks in the same direction. This implies that the information processing
performance between pointing at physical and virtual panels was dependent on the hand
movement direction. The participants had inferior information processing performance
when pointing at virtual targets than that on physical targets if they were pointing laterally.
On the contrary, they had better performance when pointing at virtual targets than on
physical targets if they were pointing in the top-down direction. This might be attributed
to the fact that the top-down pointing movements involved less movement of the shoulder
joint than the lateral pointing movements. It was also likely that the visual depth deficiency
problems in the top-down movements were less prominent than in the lateral direction.

Table 5. Throughput (bit/s) for the pointing tasks.

Movement Direction Gender Hand Physical Pointing Virtual Pointing

Horizontal Female D 11.75 8.94

ND 11.15 8.84

Male D 12.54 9.76

ND 11.9 9.4

Vertical Female D 11.6 13.17

ND 11.29 12.22

Male D 12.55 14.98

ND 11.9 14.09

D: dominant hand; ND: nondominant hand.
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4.3. Limitations of the Study

There were limitations to this study. The first was that the participants were requested
to touch the letter or the symbol on both the original and target keys to ensure successful
input. This resulted in a change in the target size. In fact, even if the participants did not
touch the mark on the key, they could still succeed in the pointing task so long as they
touched the key without touching the border of the key. Our Wave was, therefore, not the
target size in the typical Fitts’s law. Instead, it represented the effective target size due to
our mark-touching request. This should be considered when interpreting the results of this
study. The second limitation was that the virtual panel in this study was generated by the
Microsoft Hololens 2 device. The results of this study may, therefore, not be generalizable
to the virtual targets generated by other AR/VR devices.

5. Conclusions

This study confirmed that the MT of pointing tasks on virtual targets was significantly
(p < 0.0001) longer than that on physical ones in real environments. Both gender and
handedness significantly affected the MT of the pointing tasks. We have also verified
that adding a parameter of the inclined angle of the control panel, for both physical and
virtual targets, could increase the fitness of the regression equation in predicting the MT
of pointing tasks. A revised equation of Fitts’s law, using an adjusted index of difficulty
(IDadj), was proposed. The IDadj incorporated both the inclined angle of the panel and the
factor T of the tasks. The predictive MT equation proposed in this study may be adopted
to estimate the MT of pointing tasks under similar AR environments. AR engineers and
designers may consider the pointing behaviors of our participants in touching the keys
on the virtual panel in the AR environment so as to promote their designs for better
user experience.

Our society is advancing into the world of the metaverse. However, there are many
unknowns concerning human interaction with virtual objects. A 2D calculator panel, both
physical and virtual, was adopted in the pointing tasks performed in this study. However,
there are various 3D objects in the metaverse environments. Future research may be
designed to study hand gestures and movement time when in contact with 3D virtual
objects for pointing and other tasks. Such research will be helpful to fill the gaps in our
knowledge concerning the world of metaverse.
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Abbreviations

AR augmented reality
ID index of difficulty
IDadj adjusted index of difficulty
IDincrease increase in index of difficulty due to pointing on virtual targets
MT movement time
T tactile factor
TP throughput
VR virtual reality
Wave average width of the targets
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